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Absolute C++ (5th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2012

	 


	This book is designed to be a textbook and reference for programming in the C++ language. Although it does include programming techniques, it is organized around the features of the C++ language, rather than any particular curriculum of techniques. The main audience I had in mind is undergraduate students...
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Forensic Science: Fundamentals and InvestigationsSouth-Western College, 2008


	Finally, a textbook that provides the science behind forensics, as well as labs and activities appropriate

	for high school students! Forensic Science: Fundamentals and Investigations is student and

	teacher friendly. Teachers can conduct a full-year’s study of forensics or select topics that can

	be incorporated into a...
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Anatomy and Human Movement: Structure and function with PAGEBURST Access, 6eChurchill Livingstone, 2011

	Printed book plus PageburstT access - you will receive a printed book and access to the complete book content electronically. PageburstT enhances learning by not only bringing world class content to your fingertips but also letting you add to it, annotate it, and categorize it all in a way that suits you. PageburstT frees you to spend more...
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Principles of Digital Image Processing: Advanced Methods (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This textbook is the third of three volumes which provide a modern, algorithmic introduction to digital image processing, designed to be used both by learners desiring a firm foundation on which to build, and practitioners in search of critical analysis and concrete implementations of the most important techniques. This volume builds upon the...
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UMTS Networks and BeyondJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An all-encompassing coverage on UMTS Networks including an in-depth discussion of current work on UMTS evolution and 4G .
    

    UMTS Networks and Beyond offers a comprehensive introduction to the networking aspects of UMTS and the networks coming after UMTS. The book is unique in that it systematically...
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Parallel Algorithm Derivation and Program TransformationSpringer, 1993
Transformational programming and parallel computation are two emerging fields that may ultimately depend on each other for success. Perhaps because ad hoc programming on sequential machines is so straightforward, sequential programming methodology has had little impact outside the academic community, and transformational methodology has had little...
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Introduction to BiometricsSpringer, 2011


	A number of crucial societal applications like international border crossing, electronic

	commerce, and welfare disbursement require reliable person recognition systems.

	Traditional person authentication methods based on passwords and identity

	documents often fail to meet the stringent security and performance demands of

	these...
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Software Systems for Astronomy (SpringerBriefs in Astronomy)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the use and development of software for astronomy. It describes the control systems used to point the telescope and operate its cameras and spectrographs, as well as the web-based tools used to plan those observations. In addition, the book also covers the analysis and archiving of astronomical data once it has been acquired....
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Ergodic Dynamics: From Basic Theory to Applications (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, 289)Springer, 2021

	
		
			This textbook provides a broad introduction to the fields of dynamical systems and ergodic theory. Motivated by examples throughout, the author offers readers an approachable entry-point to the dynamics of ergodic systems. Modern and classical applications complement the theory on topics ranging from financial fraud to...
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Computational Geometry: Algorithms and ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
This well-accepted introduction to computational geometry is a textbook for high-level undergraduate and low-level graduate courses. The focus is on algorithms and hence the book is well suited for students in computer science and engineering. Motivation is provided from the application areas: all solutions and techniques from computational...
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Introduction to Airborne Radar, Second Edition (Aerospace & Radar Systems)SciTech Publishing, 1998

	The completely rewritten and revised Second Edition updates a famous work originally published by the Hughes Aircraft Company. Much more than a simple introduction, the book is actually a history, reference, tech manual, and textbook rolled into one beautiful illustrated volume, packed with full color photos, drawings, tables and charts, plus...
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Early Christian ReaderSociety of Biblical Literature, 2013

	Early Christian Reader is a sourcebook and textbook that offers a welcoming and informed entrée into the complex world of the earliest Christian literature. The books of the New Testament (NRSV) are presented in a plausible chronological order rather than the canonical order encountered in modern New Testaments. In addition,...
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